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PART-A(10 x2=Z0Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

1. Compare BJT and FET.

2. Mention the four different configuration of Differential amplifier.
3. Define CMRR for a differential amplifier. What is the value for the ideal

case?

4. Differentiate oscillator and amplifier.
5. In practical op-amps, what is rhe effect of high frequency on its

performance?
6. what happens when the common terminal of v+ and v-sources is not

grounded?
7. What is a sample and hold circuit? Where is it used?

8. List the various A/D conversion techniques.

9. Mention the applications of 555 timer.

10. Define load regulation.

PART-B(5x13=65Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

11. a) Explain the DC and AC load line analysis of BJT
OR

b) For the circuit shown, find Is, Ig,Vg6,V6 & Vac for Vss:O.7and B:50.
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Describe the working of class A and class B power amprifier in detait
with relevant diagram.

OR
Derive the expression and characteristics of RC phase shilt oscillator.

with a neat circuit diagram & equation discuss the operation of
inv'erting and non-inverting surnmer.

Discuss in detail about the DC .3}*,"rirtics of,op-amp.

with a help of neat diagram explain the working principle of an
instrumentation amplifier using op-amp.

OR
Explain the R-2R ladder type DIA converter with necessary equations.
What are the advantages of R-2.R.ladder tlpe D/A?

Draw and explain the functional block diagram of astable multivibrator
using a 555 tirner. Derive the expression f,or time delay.

OR
Draw and explain the functionai block diagram of 723 regulators.
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Find Vo for the circuit"
OR

(i) Explain with neat diagram the principie of operation and derive
the expression for frequency of wein bridge oscillator.

(ii) Select proper values of R and C for a wein bridge oscillator to
oscillate at 20kHz.
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